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Totally ordered BCK-algebras are characterized by the condition 
y-lx ” x-‘y= 1. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
“BCK-algebras” are structures axiomatized with a binary composition 
intended to mimic residuation in partially ordered monoids and, more 
particularly, set subtraction. A subvariety of these, the “commutative 
BCK-algebras,” has recently been more thoroughly investigated; in par- 
ticular a characterization of those which are subdirect products of totally 
ordered ones is achieved in Theorem 2.5 of [CST]. The earlier [P], which 
featured a sufficient condition for subdirect representability, included 
preparatory material essentially yielding the general characterization: this is 
made explicit (and considerably simplified) here. 
A “multiplicative” formalism, dual to the additive one usually found, will 
be adopted here: the binary connective is to be denoted y-lx and the con- 
stant, 1. The basic requirement is that the relation y-ix= 1 be a partial 
order x >y with 1 as greatest element-the term for this in CR] is 
“implicative algebra.” In addition, the selfmaps y-’ are to act isotonely and 
any pair is to commute (this corresponds to the isotoneness and com- 
mutativity of multiplication in the pomonoid; these properties suffice to 
axiomatize BCK-algebras, as is proved elsewhere-the fact is not needed 
here). It follows (from commutative action, the reflexivity of y- ‘x = 1, and 
the maximality of 1) that y-lx>x, and that the form (y-ix))‘x is ay, 
hence also 3 x. Thus if x and y have a join it must be ,< both ( y-lx) -’ x 
and (x-‘y)-i y. The “commutativity” in the literature is the equality of 
these, which entails their coincidence with x v y. On the other hand, [N] 
introduces their meet, (y-‘x))’ x A (x-‘y))’ y, as the “pseudo-join” 
x v y of x and y and notes its commutativity and (since x 3y entails 
(y-lx)-’ x= 1 --I x<x by virtue of (1 --Ix)-’ XB 1) the fact that for com- 
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parable pairs it exists and has the larger one as value. Since, conversely, 
also x = x v;l y entails x 2 y (the selfmaps y - ’ have inverse images of 1 
closed for existent meets), its associativity for z ax, y entails that it is 
the least upper bound x v y. (Other equivalents for this may be found in 
[N, Theorem 23.) In particular, if x v y exists and the meet defining it is 
preserved in a subdirect representation by totally ordered algebras, then it 
functions as the join-[A, Lemma 3.2.101; dually if a join exists and is 
preserved, then it functions as the meet defining the pseudo-join. 
The comparability of x and y in an implicative algebra is expressed by: 
y-*x = 1 or x ~ ‘y = 1; hence in a totally ordered algebra y ~ ‘x v x- ‘y = 1 
must hold identically. This is not an identity (in the defining operations) as 
it stands, but an “identical implication”-any z exceeding both terms is 1 
(although it will be shown equivalent to an identity)-which is, however, 
enough to have it pass to subdirect products-[B, VI.9, Theorem 181. 
Next, in a subdirectly irreducible algebra, 1 is join-irreducible’ (i.e., such 
an algebra is “local”): indeed, surjective morphisms between implicative 
algebras are determined by the inverse image of 1, which contains with 
yP ‘x and y also x; conversely, the relation of yP ‘x belonging to such 
an “implicative filter” in a BCK-algebra is a transitive strengthening 
of the given order, which gives rise to a quotient morphism-see, e.g., 
[R, II, 1.61. Now the principal implicative filter generated by p is given by 
p-nx= 1: indeed, from p-“y =p-‘y-‘x = 1 thus p-“x >y, follows 
P -(m+n)~ apPmy = 1; and p v x = 1 also defines an implicative filter: if 
p v y-‘x=p vy= 1 and z>x, p then y-‘zkyP’x, p (since y-‘zaz) 
therefore = 1, i.e., z >y whence z = 1. These filters are disjoint: since 
(p-lx)-‘x>p,x, p v x= 1 would entail x=p-‘x=pP2x...= 1 if x were 
in both. Thus in a subdirectly irreducible algebra, if p # 1 there can be no 
x # 1 for which p v x = 1. Conversely, the join-irreducibility of 1 comes to 
the non-disjointness of even every pair of principal filters; in the presence of 
ye- lx v x- ly = 1, it comes to total order. 
To attain the desired subdirect representability as a consequence of this 
condition, it must only still be shown that y-lx v x-‘y = 1 passes from the 
algebra to its subdirectly irreducible quotients, which will follow from its 
being equivalent to the identity [(x-ly))’ z]-’ z> (y-lx))’ z. This 
clearly entails z > both y-lx and x-‘y only for z = 1; conversely, since the 
left side is > both z and x-‘y, applying the inverse of the right side to it 
yields something > both y-‘x and x-‘y. 
Another consequence of the condition is the coincidence of x v y = 1 
with its “pseudo-join” form x v y = (x-‘y))’ y A (y-lx))’ x= 1: indeed 
the latter is equivalent to x-‘y = y and y-lx = x from which it follows that 
’ For positive implicative (“implication” in [R]) algebras, this result appears as ThkorBme 7 
in [D]. 
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any z 3 x, y is 2 1. In particular, the condition implies its pseudo-join form, 
thus the identity ( y - ‘x) ’ x ‘y = x ‘y (see [P] for this as well as for the 
inequality introduced in the preceding paragraph); this identity is, however, 
not of itself sufficient for subdirect total order representability as one may 
verify with the positive implicative algebra having y ‘x = x for y 6 x built 
on a poset with join-irreducible 1. It will of course be sufficient when in 
addition pseudo-joins exist and coincide with joins; in a relatively pseudo- 
complemented meet semilattice this coincidence (since pseudo-joins exist, it 
makes it a lattice, called “semi-Boolean” in [N]) alone s&ices (and is 
necessary) for subdirect total order representability, inasmuch as the iden- 
tity is deducible: In such a semilattice x-‘y is just the largest element 
whose meet with x is dominated by y, whence (y- ‘x) ~ ’ x- ‘y < x--‘y 
followsfromx~ (y~‘x)~‘x~‘y=x~x~‘(y~‘x)-‘ydxr\ (y-lx)-‘yb 
y - ‘x A ( y ~ ‘x) ’ y d y (this goes through in any residuated pomonoid). An 
equivalent (shown in [K]) for the coincidence of pseudo-joins with joins in 
these “implicative” semilattices is their being “relative Stone”: i.e., that in 
principal filters (which are sub-implicative semilattices by y-‘x 3 x) the 
join of pseudo-complements i a pseudo-complement. This is necessary 
since the pseudo-complements, being a sub-implicative semilattice, include 
their pseudo-joins; conversely,* since the y-’ act as meet-endomorphisms 
(since z - ‘y - ’ has a meet-closed inverse image of 1, as a consequence of 
being equal to the function (y A z)) ‘), y.-‘x=y-‘(x A y) is the pseudo- 
complement of y in the principal filter generated by x A y, whence the 
Stone identity y. ’ .xv(y~‘x)~‘(x~y)=l yields, by virtue ofy ‘x3x, 
hence (y-‘x))‘(x A y),<x-‘(x A y)=x-‘y, the condition y-lx v x-‘y=l. 
Note finally that an implicative filter in an implicative semilattice is meet- 
closed: it contains with x<y-‘x=y-‘(x A y) and y also x A y; in con- 
junction with the meet-endomorphic action of the y -‘, this ensures that the 
order strengthening effected by an implicative filter preserves meets: thus 
the subdirect total order representation achieved above, when applied to an 
implicative semilattice, respects its meets. 
More generally, any existent “product” yz-defined as the smallest 
solution of zz’y-‘x = 1: thus also satisfying zz’y-‘x = (yz)-’ x for every 
x (since (zz’y-‘x))‘x>yz by virtue of [z-‘(y-lx)]- (y-‘x)~z, while 
[(,vz)-’ x] - ’ x 2 yz justifies the reverse inequalitybis preserved by the 
order strengthening of an implicative filter. (In particular-since l2 is 
l-such filters are closed for existent products; conversely, a mul- 
tiplicatively closed filter in a residuated pomonoid is implicative, since 
y(v ~ ‘x) d x.) Thus the total order representation achieved above, when 
applied to residuated pomonoids, respects their multiplication. The 
functional equality z- ‘y -’ = (yz) -’ again shows the y ~ ’ meet preserving; 
2 This part is in the proof of 2.10 on p. 165 of [K’]. 
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and since products are dominated by their factors, multiplicative filters are 
closed for existent finite meets-these are then also preserved by the 
representation. Dually, multiplication distributes across all existent joins, 
whence finite joins in residuated pomonoids are preserved (since 
( v z) -- ’ y 2 IZz - ‘y-use commutativity, zz ~ ‘y < y, and dominance of 
products by their factors) by the representation. In particular, any mul- 
tiplicative (semi)lattice structure present is preserved by the representation. 
When applying this to rings, some caution must be exercised: the system of 
ideals in a commutative ring is just such a residuated multiplicative lattice, 
but the “localizing” quotient morphisms of the representation are residual 
preserving only on the finitely generated ideals. For Noetherian domains 
the above applies without reservation (and yields characterizations of 
Dedekind domains); the more delicate procedure to be used in general is 
elaborated in [Fl. 
To conclude, here are a couple of additional equivalents for 
yP lx v x-‘y = 1 developed in [CST, Lemma 2.31 (also to appear in [F]): 
if x v y exists this equality implies z- ‘(x v y) = z-lx v z- ‘y, and is 
implied by it for z=x vy; if xr\y exists, y-‘(x ~y)=y-lx, and 
x-‘(y A x)=x-‘y then it implies (x A y))’ z=x-‘z v y-‘z, and is 
implied by it for z = x A y. 
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